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The "hormone of desire," testosterone, acts on the brain to stimulate sexual interest, sensitivity
to sexual stimulation, and orgasmic ability in both sexes. The amount of testosterone circulating
in a woman's blood declines by about 50 percent between her twenties and fifties. The most
common complaint associated with this decline is a seemingly unexplainable decrease or loss
of sexual desire and enjoyment.In I'm Not in the Mood, Dr. Reichman reveals the effectiveness
of small doses of testosterone in reviving sexual desire and pleasure for women. Questions
answered and topics discussed include:Why and when do women make male hormones?
Where do all our male hormones go?Behavior, life changes, and medical problems that affect
our libidoMedications that affect our libidoWill creams, pills, lozenges, patches, or shots help?
When you should see a psychiatrist, psychologist, or sex therapistHow to discuss libido issues
with your doctorHow to reach your biologic sexual potentialThe "hormone of desire,"
testosterone, acts on the brain to stimulate sexual interest, sensitivity to sexual stimulation, and
orgasmic ability in both sexes. The amount of testosterone circulating in a woman's blood
declines by about 50 percent between her twenties and fifties. The most common complaint
associated with this decline is a seemingly unexplainable decrease or loss of sexual desire and
enjoyment.In I'm Not in the Mood, Dr. Reichman reveals the effectiveness of small doses of
testosterone in reviving sexual desire and pleasure for women. Questions answered and topics
discussed include:Why and when do women make male hormones?Where do all our male
hormones go?Behavior, life changes, and medical problems that affect our libidoMedications
that affect our libidoWill creams, pills, lozenges, patches, or shots help?When you should see a
psychiatrist, psychologist, or sex therapistHow to discuss libido issues with your doctorHow to
reach your biologic sexual potential

"Real-life vignettes, understandable medical information, and humor make this important book
on women's sexuality a winner."Ten StupidThings Women Do to Mess Up Their Lives and The
Ten Commandments""I wish I had this book three years ago. Finally, a medical book that you can
understand and that gives you answers then and there. . . . Dr. Reichman speaks franklly and
with humor.It's like she's talking to you.-- Cristina Ferrare, talk show hostFrom the Back CoverIn
this groundbreaking bestseller, Dr. Judith Reichman empowers women to "get in the mood" and
function at their sexual maximum.If a man is suffering from a sexual disorder that leads to
impotency, it's Viagra to the rescue! If a woman has sexual problems, the attitude from her
doctor is likely to be: Use a lubricant and "grin and bear it". Now, Judith Reichman, M.D.,
addresses this medical bias and provides a timely antidote for women experiencing a decrease
or loss of sexual desire and enjoyment. In I'm Not in the Mood, Dr. Reichman discusses--
Questions that will help you assess your sexual function and libido-- The Seven Sexual



Saboteurs that affect your libido-- When you should see a psychiatrist, psychologist, or sex
therapist-- How to discuss libido issues with your doctor-- Why and when women make male
hormones-- Where all your male hormones go-- Which testosterone preparation will help and
how to get it-- How to reach your biologic sexual potentialAbout the AuthorJudith Reichman,
M.D., is a gynecologist who practices and teaches at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center and UCLA in
Los Angeles. She appears regularly on NBC-TV's Today show as a contributor on women's
health issues. She cowrote and hosted two acclaimed PBS series, Straight Talk on Menopause
and More Straight Talk on Menopause. The author of two bestsellers, I'm Too Young to Get Old
and I'm Not in the Mood, Dr. Reichman lives in Los Angeles.Read more
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Charlie Bradbury, “The good doctor should go with what she knows, and leave the humor to the
professionals.. There's something here (with varying degrees of material) for every stage of
womanhood. Other reviews will give the impression that this book is only for menopausal and
postmenopausal women...rather odd statements to make, considering there is quite a bit of
information about the effects of birth control pills, breastfeeding, pregnancy, childbirth, and
postpartum issues on a woman's desire for sex. Reichman includes several case studies of
women in their 20s.There are a more than a few good things about the book: a section entitled
'who's doing it - and not doing it' which covers the demographics of sexual behavior; Reichman's
extensive discussions of how hormones work (or don't), alternatives to HRT; the ways in which
certain meds, diseases, and medical treatments might affect desire; and the resources and
recommended readings.All that said - I was put off by Reichman's (sometimes) dismissive
attitudes and comments about men, and her sophomoric attempts at humor:"the same male
hormones that convert little boys (and politicians) into sexually driven beings""my first scientific
documentation that the hearts of men are ruled by their...).""I guess if the plumbing works, these
men will want to use it."etc. etc. etc.Because, after all, that's what you need in a book for women
who don't want to have sex, isn't it? Comments and attitudes which trivialize, objectify, and
ridicule men. Right?There are also swipes at conservatives and Republicans (note: the two are
not necessarily interchangeable), and comments which may offend her more religious readers
("God didn't invent it, the pharmaceutical companies did").She is at her best when she drops the
'aren't I droll?' routine and writes clearly and in great detail about that which she clearly knows -
the science and practice of medicine.”

Hope Springs, “so far it's very interesting. My GYN recommended that I pick up this book. I am
skipping around, reading the sections that interest me, and so far I find it very interesting,
humorous, and good information. It helps me to think of questions about supplements,
hormones, etc. that I can ask my doctor about next time I see her.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Very easy to read and very informative”

Ebook Library Reader, “More for your peri/menopausal woman. I was impressed by the
information provided in the book. Also, Dr. Reichman is quite entertaining in her
representations. But I found that this book was more geared toward those women who are peri-
menopausal or menopausal, or even post-menopausal. As a 29 year old, I found some of the
information a bit 'out of my league'. I can't say that it didn't help me at all; it certainly did. But I
guess I was looking for something that was aimed at someone who spends a lot of time going,
"I'm not sick or depressed, I'm not middle-aged, I'm not unattracted to my husband, I'm not on
medication; what's wrong with me?"  Buy it, but just know that's not the purpose of it.”



Maki77, “Good book. Thank very much.Very happy with the purchase.”

The book by Suzanne Somers has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 18 people have provided feedback.
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